
Why did no one run a campaign introducing some of the different scenarios of EU nationals 
who had come to the UK and contribute to this country? Making it personal, introducing 
mixed EU families, explaining their stories. Why did they not debunk the myths with facts?  
 

The quote above is one amongst many heartfelt testimonies written by non-UK EU citizens 

living in the UK, collected by Elena Remigi et al. (2017). The person writing this account 

expresses frustration towards how the EU referendum campaign was run. The extract 

emphasises two key points. First, EU migration was overall a relevant issue in the UK’s 

referendum on EU membership. Second, it suggests the lack of a positive case for EU 

migrants living in the UK, including the absence of migrant stories and voices. But does this 

quote fairly depict the campaign’s arguments on EU migration? 

The emerging literature on ‘Brexit’ 
The salience of immigration in political discourses during the referendum campaign can be 

seen through a variety of media. Researchers agree that the three issues dominating the 

campaign were the economy, immigration, and the conduct of the campaign itself (Deacon et 

al. 2016). An archived version of the Leave.EU website during the campaign shows a poll. 

‘What excites you more about leaving the EU?’, it reads. The second answer option, ‘Control 

our borders’, illustrates the relevance of immigration in the debate. However, it is not only 

Leave.EU, with their outspoken politicians such as Nigel Farage, who played the ‘migration 

card’. The official Vote Leave focussed on immigration in later stages of the campaign, even 

though their launch video did not even mention this issue (Clarke et al. 2017:35). Remain’s 

lead in polls dropped shortly after this shift in Vote Leave’s communication strategy 

(Glencross 2017:36). Instead of responding to the opponents’ arguments, and making the 

case against the Leave stance on immigration, the official Remain campaign, Britain Stronger 

in Europe, chose a ‘defensive campaign script’, as described by their executive director in 

Clarke et al.’s book (2017:32). Remain strategists were informed by research claiming that it 



was difficult to compete on immigration with Leave, so they decided to focus on economics 

instead (i.e. the risks a ‘Brexit’ would bring to the UK economy). Moreover, based on the 

UK’s previous referendum experiences, it was suggested voters tend to choose the less risky 

options (Clarke et al. 2017:32). Hence the referendum result, to leave the EU, came as a 

surprise to most politicians and scholars. Despite all this research-based strategy behind it, 

the Remain campaign was still perceived overall to be more dishonest, negative, and unclear 

about issues than the Leave side (Clarke et al. 2017:42). 

But was immigration a deciding factor in the result? Although there is consensus that 

immigration was a salient issue during the referendum campaign, not everyone agrees it won 

the referendum for Leave. There are those who argued the referendum was primarily about 

long-standing issues of belongingness that have roots into Britain’s colonial past. For 

instance, Bhambra concluded that it was ‘less a debate on the pros and cons of membership 

than a proxy for discussions about race and migration, specifically, who belonged and had 

rights (or should have rights) and who did not (and should not)’ (2017:91). Indeed, the 

relationship between hostility towards immigrants and support for the EU have been studied 

long before the 23rd of June 2016 event. Research suggests that a negative bias towards ‘the 

other’ matters in understanding voters’ support for EU integration (see, for example, De 

Vreese and Boomgaarden 2005:65). Nevertheless, there are those who think the positive 

vision for the future provided by the Leave campaign (as opposed to Remain’s so-called 

‘project fear’) was what ultimately mattered at the ballot box. For instance, Douglas 

Carswell, ex-UKIP MP for Clacton and an active Vote Leave campaigner, insisted in his 

latest book that a narrow focus on immigration would have lost the referendum for Leave 

(Carswell 2017:36).  

 



Research has so far explored a range of media used during the referendum for political 

communication. Jackson et al., for instance, present a collection of commentaries from 

leading academics on a range of media forms, including contributions on e-newsletters and 

radio programmes. However, it seems most attention was given to news and television media. 

Cushion and Lewis show how immigration and the economy received a similar amount of 

coverage in television news, far more than all other topics (2017:212). Researchers agree that 

the referendum arguments in general was not comprehensive by far and even ill-informed on 

various aspects, immigration being one of them.  

The poor quality of the EU referendum debates is illustrated through the substance of 

arguments presented to the public and also the type of sources used to support the points 

made. Both Remain and Leave campaigners failed to inform voters on key issues, 

perpetuating misconceptions about EU migration. The Remain side was unsuccessful in 

articulating why EU membership was beneficial for the UK (Calhoun 2017:65). A common 

example of unhelpful arguments are the Remain campaign’s repetitive mentions of David 

Cameron’s renegotiation outcomes on immigration. Researchers predicted that limiting 

welfare for EU migrants would make little difference in the campaign, as the issue of benefit 

tourism is largely irrelevant (Portes 2016:14, Jackson et al. 2016). Yet the ‘benefit cap’ in 

portrayed as a great achievement in Remain material. Moreover, the campaign avoided 

important migration issues almost entirely. One example is how the positive economic impact 

of EU migrants in the UK was overlooked, despite strong evidence existing for this argument 

to be made (see Thielemann and Schade 2016, Cushion and Lewis 2017:222).  

In addition, previous research has pointed out the lack of diversity of sources in the EU 

referendum debates. This reflects well-established media theories of how dominant and 

‘newsworthy’ sources are selected. Researchers agree that the people talking about, 

interpreting, condemning or endorsing immigration are mainly accredited and authoritative 



legitimate public sources (for instance, see Schudson 2011:38). This leads to many debates 

becoming a mere variation of opinions or disagreement between elites (ThorbjØrnsrud and 

Figenschou 2014:3). These ‘official’ sources become, as Hall et al. (2013) describe them, 

‘primary definers’ of reality. In the context of the ‘reality’ being the EU referendum, one 

relevant example is provided in Cushion and Lewis’s study, which argues there was a right-

wing case for EU membership, with an alternative being almost absent. In the television news 

sample analysed, almost three-quarters of political party sources were Conservatives 

(2017:213), the authoritative ‘official’ sources of the present Government. Copeland and 

Copsey (2017), in an analysis of news media, show how there is a lack of pro-EU voices 

altogether, which resulted into a vocal minority setting the agenda for the debate. Overall, 

Leave campaigners tended to use more agenda setting techniques, thus shaping the 

discussions (Usherwood et al. 2017:284), including the immigration aspects of it. 

Considering these theories and empirical examples, it is important to reflect how the type of 

sources used when speaking about immigration could have affected the substance of issues. 

Despite extensive analysis on the nature of the debate, the statistics used, and the 

explanations for the historic Brexit vote, research has not approached the immigration 

arguments in detail. Most importantly, how did campaigners understand EU freedom of 

movement? Were specific types of migrants mentioned in the campaign? How was migration 

framed? Moreover, one common type of political communication seems to be overlooked in 

this context - political ephemera. There were millions of leaflets distributed during the 

referendum campaign across the country, on high streets, at train stations, by post, and many 

other ways. Most voters received at least at one (if not dozens) of such leaflets, posters, or 

booklets during the campaign. Moreover, ephemera tend to summarise key campaign 

messages, thus offering a snapshot of the relevant issues and the core arguments.  



Whereas there have been references to ephemera in research on the EU referendum, those 

tend to be about the one official leaflet outlining the UK Government’s Remain position 

(which was sent to all households in the country). This leaflet has been criticised for its poor 

quality of arguments, including the lack of emphasis on the economic consequences of 

leaving the EU (Welfens 2016). On immigration, Glencross comments that ‘the only way the 

Government was actually prepared to mention immigration was in relation to border control’, 

with reference to the official leaflet where the only ‘positives’ related to migration were the 

existence of the European Arrest Warrant and the fact the UK is not in the Schengen zone 

(2017:35). 

Methodology 
While arguments about immigration made through ephemera are important for analysing and 

reflecting on the EU referendum campaign, there is no research looking at immigration in 

detail through these media. Exploring this form of political communication has limitations, 

particularly that it exists and is used for a short time, as the etymology of the word 

‘ephemera’ (from the Greek ephēmeros, meaning ‘lasting only a day’) suggests. It is 

therefore impossible to have access to every single leaflet, booklet, poster, and other 

materials distributed during the campaign. I therefore base my analysis on two special 

collections of EU referendum ephemera - a larger digitised collection curated by the LSE and 

the British Library, and an additional physical collection held at the University of Cambridge 

Library. Some items in one collection can be found in the other and not all items contain text 

about immigration. Only 71 of the 177 individual digitised items in the LSE’s ‘Brexit’ 

collection speak about immigration. The Cambridge collection added another 23 different 

items speaking about immigration, thus resulting into a sample with N=94. Just over half (51) 

are Leave supporting materials, one is neutral, and the rest are Remain. Table 1 in the 

Appendix shows the sample details. 



Most items tend to be two or four-sided leaflets, but there are a few newsletters and small 

booklets too. To contextualise the arguments, I also looked at all the content about 

immigration in the latest archived version (before the referendum day) of the campaigners’ 

online presence, mainly their websites and Twitter pages. However, this article focuses solely 

on the ephemera content. 

Two research questions guided the analysis. First, what types of movements of people are 

presented in EU referendum ephemera? And second, how are those people framed in the 

materials? After extracting all the text about immigration from the collection items, I coded 

the text using NVivo11 by ‘type of people’ and ‘type of frame’ used, corresponding to the 

two research questions. The first layer of analysis looked at the ‘who’, namely the type of 

people spoken about in the material, for instance whether the argument was about EU or non-

EU migration, or about specific nationalities, ethnic, region, or skill-based categories within 

larger groups.  Figure 1 shows all the types of people who are spoken about in the sample.  

[insert Figure 1] 

The second layer of analysis concerns the ‘how’ aspect, the way in which those people are 

portrayed. A frame analysis is best suited in this context. Unlike a theme, which is a category 

related to the research focus (Bryman 2012:580), framing strategies consist of selecting and 

omitting, highlighting, and elaborating particular issues and not others, to fit the ideology and 

agenda of those who are framing the issue. In Entman’s terms, to frame refers to making an 

aspect more salient in a text, ‘in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, 

causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment for the item described’ (1993 in 

Deacon et al 2007:162). Applied to the EU referendum campaign case, that is to say 

campaigners choose to focus on particular arguments and examples of immigration, in order 

to support their already established positions, namely to Remain or Leave the EU. To take a 

simplified example, those who campaign to reduce the number of migrants would be 



expected to present how high immigration puts pressure on public services, whereas the 

opposition would be more likely to underline the contributions migrants make to public 

services, for instance through taxation. Neither case presents a comprehensive picture of the 

impact of migration on public services. In both examples, a particular narrative of migration 

is selected so policies can gain support.  

For the EU referendum ephemera sample, I adapt most of the frame categories described by 

Habermas (1993) and used by Helbling in his 2013 study of how immigration has been 

framed by political parties in Western Europe. First, an identity frame includes both 

multicultural and nationalistic arguments regarding immigration. Second, a utilitarian frame 

comprises two categories which are relevant to the ephemera sample: economic prosperity 

(underlining financial contributions migrants make and also the need for migrant workers) 

and labour and social security (arguments about how migration impacts services such as 

education, healthcare, transport, but also wages). Third, a security frame concerns issues such 

as border control, crime, and terrorism. Fourth, the moral-universal frame described in 

Helbling’s paper concerns mainly migrants’ human rights. In addition to those frames 

theorised from Habermas (1993), an additional frame, ‘scale of migration’ is added, to 

include all the arguments which focus on the number of migrants. Figure 2 presents all the 

frames relevant for the ephemera sample. 

[insert Figure 2] 

After coding all the ephemera text using the ‘type of people’ and ‘type of frame’ categories 

described, I looked at how different categories of migrants tend to be depicted in particular 

ways. I also considered what sources were used in making immigration arguments, and 

whether any migrant voices were included. 

Findings 
Figure 3 represents the most frequent words used in the extracted text about immigration. 



[insert Figure 3] 

Apart from the expected terminology such as ‘immigration’, ‘migrants’, ‘immigrants’, there 

are perhaps some unusual words for those who did not follow the EU referendum debates. 

For instance, ‘Turkey’ was spoken about in the context of Leave campaigners drawing 

attention to the imminence of EU expansion and hypothesising on the scale of future 

migration to the UK. Another apparent trend is the focus on the number of migrants, with 

terms such as ‘million’ and ‘millions’ (and also the ‘000’, which comes from the large 

numbers included in the material). But which types of migrants do the ephemera focus on and 

how do they fit within the different frames? 

As expected for a referendum on the UK’s continuing EU membership, most content is about 

freedom of movement within the EU, comprising over two thirds of the text. The remaining 

third is about non-EU migration, including references to Commonwealth migration, but also 

‘future EU migration’ (such as from Turkey). There are a few references to refugees and 

asylum seekers (described as migrants too), and also terrorists. Some references speak about 

immigration in general; however, this is often contextualised in an argument that refers to the 

EU, such as freedom of movement. The next paragraphs present how those categories are 

framed and the arguments made. 

EU freedom of movement 

The EU freedom of movement, established by the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, has offered 

non-UK EU citizens the possibility to reside with little restrictions in the UK. At the same 

time, it has allowed the same rights for UK citizens who live in other EU states. Although 

freedom of movement is a ‘two-way street’, the British political debate very much focusses 

on one side, which is non-UK EU citizens in the UK. At the same time, immigration debates 

almost always describe the people exercising their freedom of movement rights as ‘EU 

migrants’ and not equal ‘EU citizens’. When referring to the migration of EU citizens, overall 



the ephemera text dedicates more space to arguments about ‘EU migrants’ living in the UK.  

However, various items also present how freedom of movement applies to UK citizens and 

the consequences of a potential ‘Brexit’ for the ‘British expats’. Those two groups who 

benefit from freedom of movement are not given equal attention by either Remain and Leave. 

In fact, a majority of references to EU migrants are negative and found in Leave materials, 

whereas the opposite applies to text about British people. 

Non-UK EU citizens living in the UK are preferred as examples for utilitarian arguments of 

labour and social security, such as the pressures their migration brings to the UK’s 

healthcare, education, transport, and other services. This relates to previous research showing 

how a focus on utilitarian arguments of the EU’s costs and benefits are expected to swing 

voters in the EU referendum campaign (Vasilopoulou 2017). This frame is almost always 

working together with the scale of migration frame, as illustrated in this example: 

‘A huge number of migrants from Eastern Europe have come to our country in 
the last decade, putting pressure on our scarce resources of schools, housing, 
the transport network and the jobs market.’ (Europe of Freedom and Direct 
Democracy Group) 

Interestingly, when being more specific than just ‘EU migrants’ in this context, the leaflets 

emphasise recent movements of EU citizens, described as coming from ‘poor European 

countries’, ‘Eastern Europe’, and other similar phrases. Image 1, extracted from a Leave 

leaflet by the EU Referendum Campaign, emphasises this finding. 

[insert Image 1] 

However, not all mentions of EU migrants are negative. There are a few examples of an 

entirely positive case for EU migrants. Where such arguments are made by Remain 

campaigners, they tend to have an equally important purpose of labelling their Leave 

adversaries. Instead of only arguing with facts and making a positive case for migration, 

some arguments portray Leave supporters in a negative light, as illustrated in this extract:  



‘The anti EU little Englanders argue that British indigenous culture is being 
‘swamped’ by alien migrants from other EU countries. This noxious 
chauvinist tone denies the positive contribution immigration has made to 
British culture, economy and society. Which referendum outcome would 
encourage and strengthen the racists and ultra-chauvinists most, a Yes or No 
vote?’ (Another Europe) 

Apart from the direct criticisms on the perceived closed-mindedness of those who want to 

‘take back control’ of migration, EU migrants are also framed in an economic prosperity 

frame, with other examples mainly from Remain materials. Very specific categories such as 

EU students, researchers, and healthcare professionals are used as examples in arguments 

claiming migrants contribute in tax and also are needed to fill in high-skilled jobs. EU 

students and researchers are also the only group presented within a multicultural frame, with 

Remain campaigners supporting a diverse environment in universities, as opposed to a 

nationalistic stance which does not advocate for such diversity. EU students are also 

considered to positively influence British students. They represent one of the rare cases 

where the scale of migration is used within a positive argument: 

‘Over 125,000 EU students are currently studying at UK universities. These 
students help to foster an international, outward-looking culture on university 
campuses which in turn provides British students with an international 
university experience preparing them for an ever more globalised world.’ 
(Universities for Europe) 

Nevertheless, EU students are criticised by some Leave materials, which mentioned the 

failure to repay UK student loans and a tuition fee system which gives unfair advantage to 

EU students over non-EU applicants (e.g. newsletter by UKIP). 

When Leave materials speak about EU migration in general, the only argument on economic 

prosperity is counterbalanced, as in the following statements by Vote Leave, which are 

repeated in several leaflets:  

‘Many immigrants contribute to our society. They also have an impact on 
public services. Experts disagree on the overall effect.’ 

Thus, Vote Leave’s focus on the impact of EU migration on public services in later stages of 

campaigning (Clarke at al. 2017:54) is illustrated through political ephemera too.  



Although arguing to reduce the number of EU migrants, a few Leave campaign materials 

effectively give assurances to non-UK EU citizens who live in the UK, in the case of a (then 

potential) Brexit. In a newsletter by UKIP, named ‘The Out Post: EU referendum special 

edition’, the editor includes letters from the readers illustrating a moral-universal frame of 

migrant rights. A reader’s best friend from France is assured by Madeline, who responds to 

the letters, that she will continue to have the right to live in the UK (Image 2) 

[Insert Image 2] 

Apart from a few positive references to specific groups of ‘high-skilled’ EU migrants, the 

scale of migration and labour and social security frames dominate the debate. Nevertheless, 

in the same freedom of movement debate, references to British people are almost entirely 

positive and framed in a very different way. Remain campaigners across the board emphasise 

how beneficial free movement was for UK citizens who wish to ‘travel, work, study, and 

retire in the EU, without visas’ (Wales Stronger in Europe). The official national Remain 

campaign insists that freedom of movement is ‘great for pensioners’, ‘great for young people’ 

and ‘great for holidaymakers’, as illustrated by Image 3. 

[Insert Image 3] 

There is also emphasis on British students who have opportunities to study abroad. Like EU 

students in the UK, Remain material discusses this type of migration within a multicultural 

frame, emphasising how learning different languages and being exposed to other cultures 

helps the development of British students. 

Overall, British people living in other EU states are portrayed, particularly by Leave 

campaigners, within an economic prosperity frame, as opposed to EU migrants in the UK: 

‘UK citizens living on the continent are usually employed in skilled work; or 
are retirees living on their pensions and providing valued income, often in 
blighted Eurozone countries such as Spain and Greece. EU member states are 
not going to try and take revenge on UK citizens because we decide to leave 
the EU - they cannot, and it would not be in their interests to do so.’ 



As this quote illustrates, similar to assurances given for EU citizens in the UK, some Leave 

campaigners say that the rights of British citizens living in other EU states will not be 

affected if the UK votes to leave the EU. For example, one FAQ-style leaflet from UKIP 

asks:  

‘If we left the EU would we still be able to travel, take holidays, work, study 
and own property in Europe?’  

Their answer is clear:  

‘Britons were able to do all these things long before we joined the EU, and we 
will be able to do them after we leave’.  

The ‘scale of migration’ frame applies to both EU people in the UK and British people in the 

EU. The number of EU migrants is typically described as ‘equivalent to a city the size of 

[city name]’. Clarke et al. draw attention to how the number of EU migrants coming every 

year was described by Conservative MP Priti Patel as a ‘city the size of Newcastle’ 

(2017:48). Many Leave leaflets, notably from the official Vote Leave campaign, follow the 

same logic. Depending on where they are distributed, leaflets name Manchester, Newcastle, 

York, Birmingham, and other locations to refer to a certain number of EU migrants - those 

coming every year, those who have been arriving since 2004, or other time specific measures. 

There are various and confusing numbers on British people in the EU too, from less than one 

million to over two million, depending on the item. Campaigners are generally stating 

migration statistics as fact, but a few question the discrepancies between the net migration 

figures and the national insurance numbers issued, thus predicting a higher number of 

migrants. The inconsistencies in the figures used to illustrate the scale of migration perhaps 

not only reflects different presentations of data to support political points, but also that, due to 

freedom of movement and lack of registration processes (in the UK) for EU citizens, it is not 

possible to have a definite figure. UK migration statistics tend to be based on estimates from 



passenger surveys and cannot represent the ‘true’ number of migrants as campaigners tend to 

use it. 

Non-EU migration 

Apart from freedom of movement, the leaflets speak about non-EU migration and refugees. 

There are two contrasting portrayals. On the one hand, there is an image of migrants within 

security and scale of migration frames. This is what I referred to as ‘future EU migration’, 

which cannot be accurately described as EU migration, although the ephemera in question 

tend to portray it as such. Campaigners present EU expansion as fact and play into security 

fears of a future wave of mass migration from Turkey and other countries. On the other hand, 

a less frequent positive case is about highly-skilled ‘Commonwealth friends’ who are 

presented as being discriminated by a visa system that prioritises low-skilled EU economic 

migration.  

By far the most frequent mentions of non-EU migration relate to future migration from 

Turkey. The main argument, articulated on the Leave side, goes as follows: new countries 

will inevitably join the EU, including Turkey. Turkey has borders with Syria and other 

territories from where refugees come to the UK. Therefore, leaving the EU is the only 

solution to stop ‘millions of migrants’ (both from new EU member states and refugees) from 

coming to the UK in the future. The politicisation of Turkey as an official candidate for EU 

membership by Leave supporters has already been noted in research on the EU referendum 

(Glencross 2017:46), but not illustrated with examples.  

In the case of the ephemera collections, the ‘Turkey argument’ has two sides. One is about 

the number of people from actual ‘future EU countries’ who will come to the UK as 

economic migrants. The other one concerns the links made between immigration from 

Turkey and terrorism, which were first made by Nigel Farage in the official debate, as Clarke 



et al. (2017:54) mention. The two arguments are present in this extract from the EU 

Referendum Campaign: 

‘Allow Turkey to join with its population of 75 million - all of whom will 
have the right to come to Britain. Turkey’s porous borders with the Middle 
East will mean even more illegal immigration to the UK.’ 

Additions to the first argument include mentions of other countries that will join the EU in 

the future, stated as fact, such as in: ‘The EU is expanding to include: Albania, Macedonia, 

Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey’ (Vote Leave). There are also correlations with past EU 

expansion, by mentioning the newest EU member states, Bulgaria, Romania, and Croatia. 

Image 4 is such an example of contextualisation. 

[Insert Image 4] 

A future mass migration from a future EU is also depicted visually, through the use of maps. 

One such leaflet shows several maps from different stages of the EEC, which later on became 

the EU. The last map (Image 5) with the headline ‘EU projected to double by 2030’ shows a 

wide range of new member states, including Israel, Egypt, and even the less well-known 

Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic.  

[Insert Image 5] 

The ‘new countries’ appear in red, while the current EU member states are blue. Two large 

red arrows point from the future members to the UK, suggesting mass migration from the 24 

listed countries. 

While the leaflet containing this map is promoted by an individual and not an organisation, 

maps were also used by the official Vote Leave campaign. Image 6 shows only five countries 

and mentions their population, thus applying a scale of migration frame. In contrast to Image 

5, this map labels Syria and Iraq separately though using a different colour. Although those 

two countries are not in the ‘countries set to join the EU’ list, they are nevertheless 

highlighted on the map.  



[Insert Image 6] 

This image illustrates the overlap between the scale of migration frame and a security frame.  

It is not only that future EU citizens from future EU countries like Turkey will be able to 

come to the UK. It is also assumed that Turkey’s EU membership will provide an easier route 

for people from its bordering countries. Emphasising Syria and Iraq on the map plays into 

security fears related to the long-debated refugee crisis, and also terrorist threats. The 

argument according to which the UK is better protected from terrorism while controlling its 

borders outside the EU is supported by quotes from experts and politicians, such as the 

following from David Davis MP in ‘The Out Post. EU Referendum Special Edition’ 

newsletter: 

‘The only way we can protect ourselves from the thousands of ISIS sponsored 
terrorists that Europol tell us are roaming free within the borderless EU is by 
voting to leave the EU.’ 

Unlike Nigel Farage’s infamous campaign poster depicting a queue of migrants waiting to 

enter the UK, the ephemera from the two collections analysed do not contain any visual 

element depicting migrants themselves. However, those maps are visual cues that create 

symbolic threats of future migrations and also refugee movements. As Schmuck and Matthes 

(2017) argue in their study on images of migrants in political advertising, symbolic threats, 

particularly those supported by visuals, are more effective than economic ones. Maps such as 

Image 5 and Image 6 are more ‘acceptable’ visual tools that reinforce those symbolic threats. 

Lastly, it is not only future EU citizens, refugees, and terrorists who are spoken about in this 

context – it is virtually everyone. A complementing argument is that people from across the 

world can come to another EU state, and then migrate to Britain under free movement rules, 

provided they acquired some form of paperwork for their first EU country. One such example 

is mentioned in a leaflet from the EU Referendum Campaign:  

‘Import millions more migrants from Africa and beyond. Once these migrants 
are established in any EU state they will have the right to come to Britain.’ 



The dominance of arguments regarding the ‘future EU migration’ leaves little space to debate 

other types of non-EU migration. There are a few references to the Commonwealth 

throughout the campaign, in particular in arguments made by UKIP who underlined that 

current immigration rules give EU nationals unfair advantages. For example, Steven Woolfe, 

ex-UKIP politician, is quoted in a UKIP leaflet supporting a single immigration system for all 

migrants regardless of origin: 

 ‘An appropriately qualified Indian doctor should have the same rights to 
apply to work in the UK as an appropriately qualified German doctor.’ 

Migrant voices  

So far, I showed how both EU and non-EU people are portrayed in EU referendum ephemera 

using frames to suit campaign positions. Depending on the organisation or individual 

publishing the ephemera, different groups of migrants are praised, criticised, described, 

compared, judged, and, overall, spoken about. What is evident in the ephemera is the lack of 

migrant voices in a debate about them. None of the ‘experts’ and institutional voices, 

prominent especially in Remain materials, speak from a migrant perspective. Nor are the vox 

pops who are employed in some leaflets to illustrate core arguments. The only exception is 

the presence of British voices who benefit from freedom of movement and argue for its 

continuation. Although they are technically part of the migration debate, they are never 

described as migrants, unlike their EU counterparts exercising freedom of movement in the 

UK. One example of a British person speaking for freedom of movement is included in a 

two-page item from the Liberal Democrats, titled ‘Focus on Haringey in the EU’, which 

shows several quotes from members of the public, making an overall positive case for 

freedom of movement from a British perspective. The leaflet has a personalised feel as it 

includes photos of the people who express their opinion. The only quote about freedom of 

movement is presented under the headline ‘family’ and mentions potential visas that could 

make visiting family abroad more challenging (Image 7) 



[Insert Image 7]. 

Conclusion 
The findings based on the two EU referendum ephemera collections illustrate how 

campaigners cherry-pick types of migrants to suit already decided lines of argument on 

immigration aspects. This practice creates a selective debate, which is unfair for the migrant 

population as a whole, who do not have much of a say in the actual campaign material. The 

types of people discussed in the context of immigration can be grouped into three broader 

categories.  

The first category is ‘us’, namely the British-born people. Ephemera voice their concerns of 

losing free movement rights that benefit many of them. Unlike for non-UK EU nationals 

living in the UK, there is a visible positive case made for British people to work, study, live, 

retire in the EU, including by the official Britain Stronger in Europe campaign (who virtually 

ignored speaking about non-UK EU citizens). The campaigners perhaps failed to recognise 

that those groups of British people did not necessarily represent key voters who needed much 

persuasion to vote Remain. To take the example of travel, researchers have noted how there 

are more Leave voters in areas where fewer people have a passport, hypothesising that not 

travelling recently correlates with hostility towards other cultures (Delanty 2017:117), and 

consequently shapes the referendum vote. Moreover, British people living in other EU 

countries are depicted as net contributors (as opposed to ‘freeloaders’, as some ‘migrants’ are 

portrayed). Lastly, they are given assurances by Leave material that their rights will remain 

unchanged after a potential Brexit. 

The second category is about ‘desirable’ migrations. For Remain materials, these migrations 

are those of ‘the brightest and the best’ EU students and NHS workers contributing to the 

economy. As Corbett (2016) pointed out, the emphasis on research and higher education in 

the campaign is expected because these sectors’ achievements depend on principles of 



freedom of movement. From a Leave perspective, a desirable migration is high-skilled 

Commonwealth people, who should be prioritised, instead of giving unfair advantages to EU 

nationals. Nevertheless, same as in the case of the British, ephemera tell EU nationals already 

living in the UK that they could continue their lives as normal after Brexit. At the time of 

writing, Brexit negotiations passed several stages with no actual agreement on citizens’ rights 

post-Brexit. The assuring statements in the ephemera do not help British people in the EU 

and EU citizens in the UK who are uncertain whether they will indeed have the same rights in 

the near future, as the UKIP leaflets seemed to communicate last year. 

The third and last category of people in the immigration debates is ‘the rest’, including all 

those ‘undesirable’ flows of people, such as ‘low-skilled Eastern Europeans’ or refugees, the 

latter being portrayed in an even more negative light. Unlike ‘the brightest and the best’ who 

are praised by some Remain campaigns, such as those focussed on universities, ‘the rest’ are 

left to be criticised in the adversaries’ campaign materials. ‘The rest’ represents the ‘millions’ 

of people who either pose a threat to the labour market, welfare, and public services (such as 

the ‘poor’ EU migrants) or to state security (such as refugees who abuse EU freedom of 

movement rules). They are depicted as a large group, currently uncontrollable because of free 

movement, that is likely to be larger if the UK is still a EU member when the EU expands. 

Who is in ‘the brightest and the best’ or ‘the rest’ categories is not straight-forward and it 

much depends on the agenda of each organisation publishing those leaflets. 

Overall, the ephemera analysis shows the lack of a genuinely positive case for both sides that 

freedom of movement entails, and an absence of EU migrant voices in a debate primarily 

about them, just as the EU citizen I quoted from Remigi et al.’s collection of testimonies 

suggested. The almost apologetic attitude of the Remain campaign in regard to immigration 

and the obsession of the Leave camp with the scale of migration and its pressures on society 

results in a very weak case put forward for freedom of movement. Such case only focuses on 



particular groups of British people who were thought to benefit, such as students, many of 

whom were already amongst the most likely to vote Remain. 

Ephemera remain an important part of political communication in the current post-

referendum climate when Brexit negotiations are being carried out. The evidence of the poor, 

unbalanced debate on immigration during the referendum campaign should be a reminder to 

all policymakers that evidence, instead of opinion-based policy of immigration is required 

more than ever. Over one year from the referendum, new organisations and campaigns 

circulate various materials about freedom of movement and other types of migration. A 

much-needed extension of this research would therefore be to examine if immigration 

arguments changed after the referendum outcome, especially regarding the representation of 

migrant voices. 
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